
The world is battling with the deadly 
virus. You are the chosen one to embark 
upon this journey of our 5 heroes who are 
fighting each day to save themselves and 
others form the hold of the virus.

In the race between the heroes and the 
virus lets see who wins/dominates the 
world.
Its simple fast and fun! Enjoy the ride.

Beware the virus is catchy

Introducing 
COVID HEROES
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design process

concept
COVID HEROES: is an interactive, activity based game suitable for family and chil-
dren above the age of 7. 
The game involves the learning strategy about safety measures, In doing so it 
highlights the journey of five heroes (Children, elderly, migrant workers, police and 
doctors). While it educates on the various precautions taken by each hero to pro-
tect them from the virus, the game attempts to build empathy towards those who 
are more susceptible in getting infected with COVID and hence, aims at building a 
sense of community amongst the players while they race the virus to reach the 
vaccine.

The game draws from real life scenarios, each hero’s journey has been curated in 
a way that reflects the different challeneges faced by them..
 
The game works on collaboration, inter personal dynamics, educating on safety 
measures to keep safe from COVID and most importantly build empathy towards 
the vulnerable groups. 

It is a fun and interactive way to engage with your family to educate and collabo-
rate. 

The graphical nature of the game draws in attention and makes it engaging 
towards all age groups

Children |  Elderly | Police | Doctors |Migrant Workers 

To create awareness

about safetly measures

BRIEF

In addition to awareness about safetly measures 

there is a general lack of empathy  

OBSERVATION

FOCUSING ON..

EMPATHY Research

BOARD LAYOUT ITERATIONS
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Player prechooses a single 
hero and follows its journey

Here the number of players 
is limited

Player is limited to a single 
journey

Player goes through journey 
of all heroes

Any number of players can 
play

This approach was finalised



board game 
graphic

Game setup

cards

pieces

Rules A supply card is picked if the 
player reaches pharmacy or 
any other block that intructs 
one to take a supply card

On reaching a block that is 
labelled as infected one must 
pick up an infection card.

The game requires a mini-
mum of 2 players, one of 
whom will compulsarily play 
the role of Virus.

Select the pieces already 
provided with the game

If 2 players land on the    same 
square, both get     infected. 
Pick up an infection card

One supply card cancels out 
one infection card and vice 
versa

On collecting a 2nd infection 
card , one has to move to the 
hospital and stay there for 2 
turns. One then continues 
form the same block.

Rolling a 6 doesnt warrant an 
extra turn

If one visits the hospital 3 
times collect a DED card and 
game over for the player.

If the players fails to perform 
any task the Virus gets double 
turn

Virus piece citizen piece

DICE


